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How to trade economic Data

FunDamental anD 
teCHniCal traDing CombineD
In this article we introduce a manual trading strategy based on current 
economic data that you can apply daily. The approach is based mainly 
on the volatility of the underlying. This strategy is especially suitable 
for beginners but also for intermediates who want to profit at trading 
the forex market and stock market indices.
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 The most difficult thing of manual trading is 

certainly depending on yourself. You decide whether 
or not to enter the market. There is no predefined 
signal or system that shows you the right time for your 
entry, therefore it is essential to prepare each trading 
day accurately. In advance of trading a signal you 
should extensively analiyse the economic data and 
its emphasis, because not every event has an effect 
on the market. However, this approach is not highly 
complex so you can even be successful with this 
strategy if you are a trading beginner.

Take Time To analyse The economic daTa
The preparation of the trading day and the analysis of 
the economic data is most important. Therefore take 
a close look at the current economic calendar: Often 
you can see a pre-evaluation of the events.

Recognising a TRend
The trend is defined by published economic data. As we 
have learned from the past, markets react very heavily 
to the daily publication of this data. An important tool 
is the well-appointed economic calendar. It should 
show you all of the important information, like date, 
time, currency, importance, name of the event, current 
estimation and prognosis. Based on this information 
you can analyse the data that is important for the day.

Technical analysis
If you have determined the possible entry based on 
the date, it is important to monitor the chart. Make sure 
that the selected currency pair is shown in a 15-minute 
chart. Choose the “candlestick” chart. Now compare the 
analysis of the data with the chart. Search for an entry 
to buy or sell. It is important that the last shown candle 
is a doji-candle. It appears like a cross in the chart (see 
Figure 1). Take a look at your chart and the candle that 
appeared just prior to the publication of the data. If 
immediately after the publication of the data you see a 
long candle with decreasing prices and it stretches over 
ten to 20 points, it is very probable that the next candle 
(after 15 minutes) will be a doji.

F1) Doji at eur/usD

a doji-candle in the 15-minute chart of the eur/usD that spikes up at 9 
am. source: www.tradesignalonline.com

economic data: 10 am industrial production

Prognosis: Positive

Development: -0,3 to +0,7

Price at publication: 1.3242

High of the doji-candle: 1.3250

low of the doji-candle: 1.3240

entry at: 1.3245

lot: 1

target: 1.3255

take profit: 5-10 pips

stop-loss: 10-12 pips

examPle traDe long

how a doji develops
A doji-cross develops if the open and the close are 
(nearly) at the same price within one candle. The body 
of the candle is missing. If you look at a 15-minute 
chart it means that price goes up and down during 
this 15 minutes, but at the end it is at the same level 
as the open. A doji-cross usually means that a reversal 
will happen, but this is not guaranteed so you should 
still monitor the price closely.

The coRRecT posiTion size
If you see that there is only one date – for example 
in the morning industrial production – you can use a 
bigger position size. But if there are several important 
dates during one day – for example, non-farm payroll 
or early indicators – you should start with smaller 
positions. You should wait to see how the data can 
influence each other. If all data is poor, you should add 
to your positions.

TRading of a doji
We assume that at 10am important economic data 
will be announced according to the economic 
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calendar. Observe your chart several minutes prior 
to the publication of the data. If a doji-cross appears 
immediately before or after the publication of the 
economic data, you enter the market. The direction 
is shown by the data and the doji-cross. If the data is 
positive and the doji-cross increases, you buy. If the 
data is negative and the doji-cross decreases, you sell. 
Please note that both data have to move in the same 
direction. As soon as the candle tightens or a new 
candle appears you close the trade. The take of this 
trading strategy is between five and ten pips. If you 
want to protect yourself, you should enter a stop-loss 
at ten to twelve pips.

example foR a long TRade
We assume that the economic calendar shows that data 
for industrial production will be announced at 10am. 
The prognosis is very positive. Based on the economic 
data you recognise that an uptrend may develop. As 
soon as you recognise a doji-candle, you have your entry 
signal. We assume that the doji develops and spikes up. 
You enter the trade long. Now you have to stay cool. As 
soon as the candle tightens or a new candle starts you 
exit and close the trade in profit. In our example this 
would be at 1.3253 USD. That means 24 pips profit. Of 
course you have to be aware that the risk increases the 
longer you stay in the trade. That is the reason why we 
place this profit target.

sTop-loss
You should choose your stop-loss wisely. In general 
a stop-loss of ten to twelve pips is possible, but at 
important events there can be heavy fluctuation at the 
beginning. As you can see in the short trade example 
in the table next to this article, the procedure for 
selling is similar to the long trade, the only difference 
being the direction of the price.

conclusion
The most important thing in this strategy is discipline. 
It is absolutely necessary that the trader is in front of 
the screen and observes the situation in order to earn 

strategy type: manual trading

time frame: intraday trading of the 15-minute chart

tradeable currencies: eur/usD, usD/CHF, gbP/usD, usD/jPY, eur/gbP, auD/usD, eur/usD

tradeable indices: Dax

setup: Formation of a doji-cross in combination with the publication of economic data

entry: long: data positive and doji-cross spikes up; short: data negative and doji-cross spikes down

stop-loss: optional, 10-12 pips

take profit: Yes, 5-10 pips

risk- and money management: 2 % risk per trade at maximum, fixed stop-loss recommended

Hit rate: 78 %

average number of signals: 1-6 per day

strategY snaPsHot

F2) traDe examPles

this chart shows two examples of doji-candles for possible trades. the 
first marked candle is a doji that spikes down and triggers a short trade. 
the second marked candle is a doji that spikes up and triggers a long 
trade. if chart patterns and publication of economic data interact, the hit 
rate increases as well as the average profit per trade. 
source: www.tradesignalonline.com

a good profit. Sometimes it is a matter of seconds. As 
soon as the trade runs, the trader has to follow the 
trade and wait for the right exit signal. This manual 

trading strategy is not for every trader of course – but 
with a little observation and exercise you can generate 
daily profits. 
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